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TensorFlow Pi – Student Worksheet  

Learning Outcomes 

• Learn the basics of IoT; 

• Understand the concepts of TensorFlow; 

• Learn how TensorFlow can be used in different projects.  

Background 

Raspbian is a Debian-based computer operating system for the Raspberry Pi computer. There are several 

versions of Raspbian including: Raspbian Stretch and Raspbian Jessie. Raspbian was created by Mike 

Thompson and Peter Green as an independent project, with an initial build completed in June 2012. Since 

2015, Raspbian has been officially provided by the Raspberry Pi Foundation as its primary operating 

system for the family of Raspberry Pi single-board computers and is highly optimized for the Raspberry Pi 

line's low-performance ARM CPUs. 

The internet of things, or IoT, is a system of interrelated computing devices, mechanical and digital 

machines, objects, animals or people that are provided with unique identifiers (UIDs) and the ability to 

transfer data over a network without requiring human-to-human or human-to-computer interaction. 

IoT devices could be a person with a heart monitor implant, a farm animal with a biochip transponder, an 

automobile that has built-in sensors to alert the driver when tire pressure is low or any other natural or 

man-made object that can be assigned an IP address and is able to transfer data over a network. 

Increasingly, organisations in a variety of industries are using IoT to operate more efficiently, better 

understand customers to deliver enhanced customer service, improve decision-making and increase the 

value of the business. 

Google TensorFlow is a powerful open-source software framework used to power AI projects around the 

globe and is used for machine learning and the creation of neural networks. These capabilities make it 

possible for computers to perform increasingly complex tasks, such as image recognition and text analysis. 

When it comes to AI, most people think of powerful supercomputers crunching billions of numbers in 

giant databanks. But there are two parts to machine learning: First, the there is a train/test part, where 

you use significant amounts of data to build a model. Secondly, there is deployment, where you take a 

model and use it as part of a project, and that’s where the Raspberry Pi fits in. Although Raspberry Pi isn’t 

officially supported by Google, there are example models included for the Raspberry Pi and it can be fun 

to get TensorFlow up and running on a Pi. Additionally, there are lots of interesting community projects 

around that put TensorFlow to good use. Using TensorFlow can give you a good understanding of how AI 

works, and how to put AI to practical use in your projects. 
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Hardware Required 

Component Number (Peli Case) Component Number (Box Case) Component 

Slot 4 + 5 Slot 1 Raspberry Pi + Case 

Slot 5 Slot 10 Raspbian SD Card 

Slot 9 Slot 2 TFT Screen 

Slot 3 Slot 11 HDMI 

Slot 3 Slot 11 Wireless Keyboard 

Slot 5 Slot 12 Wireless Mouse 

Slot 1 Slot 13 Power Supply Unit 

Project assembly/ Code setup: 

Step 1: Ensure that all the hardware required is taken out of the Peli or Box case; 

Step 2: Insert the Raspbian SD Card into the SD Card slot on the Raspberry Pi; 

Step 3: Insert the USB dongle for the keyboard and mouse (or connect an external USB keyboard and 

mouse); 

Step 4: Connect the TFT Screen to the Raspberry Pi GPIO pins ensuring that the HDMI ports align on 

the side. Connect the HDMI to HDMI U shaped connector between the Raspberry Pi and the 

TFT Screen. (If using an external monitor connect the HDMI cable directly to the external 

monitor and you do not need to use the TFT Screen); 

Step 5: You are now ready to power on the Raspberry Pi. Plug in the power supply unit into your wall 

power outlet and connect the mini USB cable to the power socket on the Raspberry Pi. You 

should get a red light appear and a green/amber light flashing as the Raspberry Pi starts to boot 

up; 

Step 6: Once the Raspbian OS has booted up you will be sign in automatically; 

Step 7: Make sure your Raspberry Pi is either connected to your WiFi or connected to the internet using 

an Ethernet cable and connecting it using the Ethernet port on the Raspberry Pi; 

Step 8: Now the first step is too make a file called hello_tensorflow.py. To do this you need to type; 
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nano hello_tensorflow.py 

 

Once you are in the text editor type in the following; 

import tensorflow as tf 

hello = tf.constant('Hello, TensorFlow!') 

sess = tf.Session() 

print(sess.run(hello)) 

 

Step 9: Save the code by holding down Ctrl + x and then y and enter; 

Then to run the file type python3 hello_tensorflow.py and you should get the message ‘Hello 

TensorFlow’ pop up on your screen; 

 

Step 10: Google has a bunch of models developed for Raspberry Pi that you can test out. The 

repository we selected was https://github.com/tensorflow/models; 

Step 11: So, now to access this github repository you will need to type 

cd tf1 

 

Step 12: Now the you are in the right directory where the repository is stored you need find the file 

you want to execute, so type the following; 

cd models/tutorials/image/imagenet 

 

Step 13: Once you have entered the imagenet directory you will need to type ls and this will list all of 

the files in the current directory;  
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Step 14: You will see a file called classify_image.py, this is the file you are going to run; 

 

Step 15: So, to run the file type in the following; 

python3 classify_image.py

 

Step 16: This might take a quite a few minutes to give you a response but TensorFlow is trying to 

recognise what the image you have given it is. The default image in a panda, and once the 

software has run it will print the guesses it has made with the percentage next to them; 

 

Step 17: Now go onto google and find any image you want as long it has a clear picture of what you 

want the AI to guess, it will be able to get it. Try to go with something simple, as the AI will 

have a very generic library of images it can identify, and it knows so won’t be able to guess 

stuff If they are too complicated; 
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Step 18: To run your script again against your image you have found you will need to type; 

python3 classify_image.py --image_file=/home/pi/(whatever file or folder you saved the 

image in) 

 

Step 19:  It might take a while to come back with a guess, just give it a chance and don’t touch or 

change anything. But once it has finished running it will give a bunch of guesses with 

percentages; 

 

Step 20: Now you have everything you need to start using TensorFlow. It’s a big subject and there’s far 

more to it and many projects it can be included in; 

Step 21: You can now pack away your hardware and tidy up. 

Conclusion 

This project is designed to introduce you to TensorFlow and the applications it has within IoT. You will 

have run multiple commands and compiled a small python script that will configure the Raspberry Pi to 

be able to run TensorFlow to recognise different images. It will take a guess at what it could be and put 

percentages next to the guesses of the chance of it being that certain guess. TensorFlow is an extremely 

powerful tool, and this project is just scratching the surface of what can be achieved with it, there are so 

many different projects that can be built around this.  
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Disclaimer 

Any actions and or activities related to the material contained within this Website is solely your 

responsibility. The misuse of the information in this website can result in criminal charges brought against 

the persons in question. Cyber Security Associates Limited will not be held responsible for any criminal 

charges brought against any individuals misusing the information in these projects to break the law.     
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